
Parents and Teachers Guide 
The Arabic Animal Alphabet Poster 

 
This Arabic Alphabet Animal Poster is perfect for your classroom, nursery, kid’s room or play 
areas. It was created as a resource to make learning the Arabic language fun by using bright, 
colourful animals.  This guide provides pronunciations of the different letters as well as how to say 
each animal in Arabic.  A little bio is provided for each animal that will collaborate with their 
storyline.  Encourage children to say each word and look up other words that use that same letter. 
 

 
The letter Alif (’alif) is represented by Amira 
the Arneb, which is how you say rabbit in 
Arabic.  Amira is a princess who loves to have 

everything go her way.  Other words that use Alif are 
ananas (pineapple), abb (father) and asad (lion). 

 
The letter Baa (bā’) is represented by Bassel 
the Batreeq, which is how you say penguin in 
Arabic.  Bassel loves to dance and will dance 

the debke everywhere he goes.  Other words that use Baa 
are buhaira (lake), batata (potatoes), and booq (trumpet). 
 

The letter Ta (tā’) is represented by Tasnim the 
Timsaah, which is how you say crocodile in 
Arabic.  Tasnim loves to brush his teeth several 

times a day.  Other words that use Ta are taht (under), 
televizyon (television), and tuffaha (apple). 

 
The letter Tha (thā’) is represented by 
Thameen the Thu’ban, which is how you say 
snake in Arabic.  Thameen spends most of his 

time dreaming about being able to fly. Other words that 
use Tha are thawr (bull), thalatha (three), and thalj (snow). 

 
The letter Jeem (jīm) is represented by 
Jameela the Jamal, which is how you say 
camel in Arabic.  Jameela spends her days 

looking at her beauty in the mirror.  Other words that use 
Jeem are jibal roosiyya (roller coaster), jabal (mountain), 
and jazar (carrot). 

 
The letter Ha (ḥā’) is represented by Hasim the 
Herbaa, which is how you say chameleon in 
Arabic.  Hasim loves all types of celebrations.  

Other words that use Ha are hufra (hole), hajeb (eyebrow), 
and halazoon (snail). 
 

The letter Kha (khā’) is represented by Kalilah 
the Khaffash, which is how you say bat in 
Arabic.  Kalilah looks out for all her friends at 

night to keep them safe.  Other words that use Kha are 
khuss (lettuce), khadd (cheek), and khaal (uncle). 
 
 

The letter Dal (dāl) is represented by Dima the  
Dalfeen, which is how you say dolphin in 
Arabic.  Dima swims under the Mediterranean 
Sea looking for treasuries.  Other words that 

use Dal are dawa’ (medicine), daerah (circle) and deek 
(rooster). 
 

The letter Dhal (dhāl) is represented by Thakey 
the Dhi'b, which is how you say wolf in 
Arabic.  Thakey is very smart and loves to read 

all day long.  Other words that use Dhal are thera’ (arm), 
thurah (corn), and thubaba (fly). 
 

The letter Ra (rā’) is represented by Raisa the 
Racoon, which is how you say raccoon in 
Arabic.  Raisa is a very good planner and keeps 

everything organized in her life.  Other words that use Ra 
are riyadha (sports), ramadi (grey), and reeh (wind). 

 
The letter Zayn (zayn) is represented by 
Zaman the Zaraafa, which is how you say 
giraffe in Arabic.  Zaman is a storyteller and 

keeps track of all the goings on around him.  Other words 
that use Zayn are zahlouka (seesaw), zahra (flower), and 
zawraq (kayak). 

 
The letter Seen (sīn) is represented by Sakina 
the Samaka, which is how you say fish in 
Arabic. Sakina spends his days sleeping and 

missing everything around him.  Other words that use 
Seen are sareer (bed), sama’ (sky), and saratan (crab). 

 
The letter Sheen (shīn) is represented by 
Shadya the Shebl, which is how you say lion 
cub in Arabic.  Shadya is always trying out 

songs for a singing competition.  Other words that use 
Sheen are shai (tea), shawkha (fork), shibsheb (slippers).  
 

The letter Saad (ṣād) is represented by Salih 
the Saqr, which is how you say hawk in 
Arabic.  Salih tries to tell the truth to everyone 

he meets.  Other words that use Saad are suffara (whistle), 
sandooq (box), and salon (living room). 
 



The letter Dhad (ḍād) is represented by 
Dhamen the Defda’a, which is how you say 
frog in Arabic.  Dhamen spends his days 

helping all his friends around the oasis where he lives.  
Other words that use Dhad are dhimad (bandage), dahk 
(laugh), and dhabaab (mist). 

 
The letter Taa (ṭā’) is represented by Talib the 
Tawoos, which is peacock in Arabic.  Talib is 
very good about reciting quotes from others.  

Other words that use Taa are tayyar (pilot), tabshir 
(chalk), and tareeq (road).  
 

The letter Za (ẓā’) is represented by Thareef 
the Zabi, which is antelope in Arabic.  
Thareef is always playing practical jokes on his 

friends.  Other words that use Za are zarif (elegant), zufr 
(fingernail), and zuhr (noon). 
 

The letter Ayn (‘ayn) is represented by Adil 
the ‘Ankaboot, which is how you say spider in 
Arabic.  Adil spends his day making homes but 

they are never quite perfect in his eyes.  Other words that 
use Ayn are Eid (festival), ‘asha (dinner), and ‘asal 
(honey). 
 

The letter Ghayn (ghayn) is represented by 
Ghalib the Ghurab, which is how you say 
crow in Arabic.  Ghalib loves to play detective 

in helping his friends when they lose things.  Other words 
that use Ghayn are ghina’ (sing), ghira’ (glue), and 
ghassala (washing machine). 
 

The letter Fa (fā’) is represented by Fahima the 
Farasha, which is how you say butterfly in 
Arabic.  Fahima does not like things to change 

around her and tries to keep everything the same.  Other 
words that use Fa are farawlah (strawberry), faqma (seal), 
and feel (elephant). 
 

The letter Qaf (qāf) is represented by Gasem 
the Qird, which is how you say monkey in 
Arabic.  Gasem always tries to be fair when he 

gives gifts to his friends.  Other words that use Qaf are 
qar’ (pumpkin), qader (able), and qalam (pencil). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The letter Kaf (kāf) is represented by Karam 
the Kalb, which is how you say dog in Arabic.  
Karam runs a store that never makes any 

money because he is always giving his items away.  Other 
words that use Kaf are karaz (cherry), and kukh (shed), 
and kura (ball). 

 
The letter Lam (lām) is represented by Laila 
the Llama, which is llama in Arabic.  Laila is 
always scared of the night and things that 

happen in the dark.  Other words that use Lam are lahma 
(meat), laimun (lemon), and lafha (scarf). 

 
The letter Meem (mīm) is represented by 
Muna the Ma’ez, which is how you say goat in 
Arabic.  Muna is always looking for things that 

she does not have.  Other words that use Meem are 
mumtaz (excellent), meraab (garage), and mustateel 
(rectangle). 
 

The letter Noon (nūn) is represented by Nadir 
the Nimer, which is how you say tiger in 
Arabic.  Nadir is sometimes lonely because he 

does not have a lot of family around him.  Other words 
that use Noon are nawm (sleep), nuzha (picnic), and nar 
(bonfire). 

 
The letter Haa (hā’) is represented by Hana the 
Hirra, which is how you say cat in Arabic.  
Hana is always smiling because she sees the 

beauty in everything around her.  Other words that use 
Haa are hawa’ee (antenna), hilal (crescent), and hadiyya 
(gift). 
 

The letter Wow (wāw) is represented by Walid 
the Wahid Al-qarn, which is how you say 
rhino in Arabic.   Walid loves the colour green 

and wants to live in a green world.  .  Other words that use 
Wow are wishah (scarf), wahl (mud), and wajh (face). 

 
The letter Ya (yā’) is represented by Yusra the 
Yamam, which is how you say dove in Arabic.  
Yusra is a wonderful moderator who always 

helps her friends come to a compromise.   Other words 
that use Ya are yasar (left), yad (hand), and yowm (day). 
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This beautiful piece of artwork is professionally printed on 100# matte paper, measures 18x24 and comes with a white margin for perfect framing. It will be shipped 
unframed in a tube mailer, unless you order in bulk.  Orders usually ship within 7 business days from receipt of payment. 
 
Payment: Paypal or check payable to A Crafty Arab. 
Wholesale: email acraftyarab@gmail.com for more details.   
Bulk Discounts 10-24@20%; 24-49 @ 30%; 50+ @ 40%. 
Shipping & Handling: up to $20 - $6.95; $21-75 - $8.95; $76-$150 - $10.95; $151-$250 - $12.95; over $251 - 7% of total.  
 
A Crafty Arab, PO Box 372, Redmond, WA 98052,  www.acraftyarab.com. 
 


